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1- INTRODUCTION

Since the beginning of CERCA in the early 60', the company has always be
involved in the development and the manufacturing of nearly all kind of nuclear
fuel, either for power reactors or for research reactors.

Among these developments, we may note that CERCA has worked and get
involved in the industrial development of graphite moderated fuel, PWR fuel, HTGR
fuel, UAIx and U3Si2 fuels for research reactors.

Under the diversity of reactor worldwide, one type, which was designed by
GENERAL ATOMICS in SAN DIEGO (CALIFORNIA, USA), TRIGAO, has known a
very special and important development, mainly among universities and also other
users.

At the time when GENERAL ATOMICS expressed its intention to cease fuel
fabrication on its site of SAN DIEGO, CERCA has been chosen to carry on the
fabrication of TRIGAO fuel.

After negotiations in 1994 and 1995 a partnership 5 - was decided,
and on July 1995 a new company was founded, with the name TRIGA
INTERNATIONAL SAS, head office in Paris and fuel fabrication facility at CERCA in
Romans (France).

The intent of this presentation is, after a short reminder about TRIGAO fuel design
and fabrication and to describe the new facility with special emphasis on the
safety features associated with the modification of existing fabrication buildings.
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2- BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF TRIGA� FUEL TYPES

The nuclear fuel used in TRIGAO reactors is based on an Uranium/Zirconium alloy
with an enrichment in U-235 of 19,75 %, and a mass fraction of U in the alloy
varying from 8,5 to 45 .
Additionally the U/Zr alloy is hydrided (a Zirconium hydride is formed) to be in a
position to get internal moderation in the fuel, which gives to TRIGAO reactors
their special safe behavior. Also Erbium is eventually added in small quantities as a
burnable poison intended to smooth the neutron flux all along the life of the fuel.

Three types of fuel elements, with a .5' diameter, are used in the low power
reactors which are "Standard", 'Instrumented', and "Fuel Follower Control
Rods'.

The Standard elements may be used as individuals, or combined in 'Fuel Clusters"
in case of a TRIGAO converted MTR reactor.

In the case of more powerful reactors (as the Romanian reactor), the fuel element
consist of fuel pins 1/2' in diameter) assembled in bundles.

3- TRIGA� FUEL FABRICATION PROCESS

TRIGAO fuel fabrication requires special skills and know-how gained by GENERAL
ATOMICS along the years, and which were part of the technology transfer, and
special training of CERCA technicians before the closure of SAN DIEGO workshop
and during the start-up of the fabrication at CERCA's workshop.

3.1. Fuel meats fabrication

The Uranium/Zirconium alloy is first cast in an induction furnace at high
temperature under controlled atmosphere. Prior to casting all components
(Uranium, Zirconium, Erbium, recyclable material) have been carefully weighed and
checked by Quality department.

After fusion of components in a graphite crucible, the bath is poured in a graphite
mold and allowed to cool down to room temperature. A second fusion is then
performed to allow for homogenization and structural quality of the alloy in the
mold.

After cooling, the casting is removed from the mold, the fuel meats are brought to
length and diameter with a lathe, and identified with the casting number. During
machining chips are sampled and used for chemical analysis.
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The meats are then hydrided for this purpose they are placed in an electrically
heated furnace at high temperature under a hydrogen atmosphere. After
completion, fuel meats are controlled for quality of hydriding, ground down to final
diameter in a centerless grinder, controlled for surface defects and dimensions,
then approved by Quality and stored before being assembled.
Some meats used for instrumented elements are eventually machined on a surface
grinder to allow the routing of thermocouple leads up to the upper fitting of the
element.

3.2. Fuel elements fabrication

Fuel elements are assembled by sliding the fuel meats in the cladding. Eventually
the graphite reflectors or the thermocouples have to be installed prior to introduce
the meats in the element.

The end fittings are welded and a Helium leak test is performed to check the
tightness of the welds. In the Fuel Follower Control Rods, the 134C rod and spacers
are hold at the right position by swaging the cladding in the spacer with a
magnetoforming equipment.

Finally the elements are controlled for their dimension and a contamination
measurement is performed.

4-THE NEW TRIGA� WORKSHOP AT CERCA ROMANS

4.1. The workshop in CERCA facility

The new TRIGAO workshop at CERCA has been installed in the same building as
the MTR fuel workshop, in a section which was previously used by other
fabrications no longer supported in Romans.
Prior to beginning of construction, this part of the facility has been freed of all
remaining equipment, which had to be disposed of according to the safety
regulations, part of the walls and ground had also to be scraped out and disposed
of in containers.

After clearance of Safety Authorities, construction began in August 1995, and
Civil Work was completed by January 1996.

On the US side, packing of all equipment began at SAN DIEGO in November 1995
and the containers were delivered at ROMANS in February 1996.
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After completion of the building, all machines were installed between May and
July 1996, and first tests with depleted Uranium began in July. Finally the last
clearance to allow work with enriched Uranium was granted on October 31 1996,
and real work began shortly after.

4.2. Safety report

To start construction work, a letter describing the main safety options, which were
to be described with more detail in the Safety Report, was sent to authorities who
in return listed all rules to be followed during the construction of the building.

A preliminary Safety Report was necessary to get the operational license. This was
written between October and December 95, and was officially transmitted to the

safety authorities at the beginning of January 96.
This report was completed during the first half of 96 with the seismic and the
criticality calculations.
Additionally to the said calculations, the report includes all assessments about
contamination, fire hazard and prevention.

5- TRIGA INTERNATIONAL

The workshop is the property of TRIGA INTERNATIONAL, the JV created 50/5 by
GENERAL ATOMICS and CERCA.
CERCA was appointed by TRIGA INTERNATIONAL to operate the workshop.

The contacts with TRIGA INTERNATIONAL customers are mastered by a
commercial team including experts from GENERAL ATOMICS and CERCA.

We think that this new workshop will ensure to the customers of GENERAL
ATOMICS a very good liability for the future and the insurance for delivery on due
time of that fuel elements.
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